
Fine wine 
Bold Beauty 
Bloody Love 
Ladybug 
Fierce heart 
Pure Rose 
Cherry pop 
Pink strawberries 
Sprinkle Donuts 
Flamingos 
 
 

(1) Fine Wine- It is classy, wild and a sheek color. A pure rich color that has a dark feature.  
(2) Bold Beauty- A passionate and confident color that creates a beautiful atmosphere. 
(3) Bloody Love- A deep sexual, sensitivity, and romantic emotion. 
(4) Ladybug- It is softly delicately spirit. It is fun, exciting and friendly color. 
(5) Fierce Heart- A strong powerful, attractive and delightful mood. 
(6) Pure Rose- A silky heartwarming and sweet temper aroma. 
(7) Cherry Pop-A tropical blazing bombing color. 
(8) Pink Strawberry- Cheerful, radiant and a blooming of royalty.  
(9) Sprinkle Donuts-  A soft tinted pink. Ravishing, well formed halo color. 

     (10) Flamingos- Bright pink, Feminine and innocence attitude. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Overall the color palette is red hues that contain some color of tinted pinks. This color palette 
represented beauty,confidence,emotions and personality. Each color that is included in this 
palette it describes a woman's beauty. Red is a powerful color and it stands out in any situation. 
Red brings more attention to the subject. Once the red begins to dye down we get pink. Pink 
now is a more soft and friendly color. This is where the mood transitional change into a free 
spirited. Like the Fierce heart and pink strawberry are two different colors and represent two 
different attitudes.  Fierce Heart represent a strong, powerful , attractive and delightful mood 
whereas pink strawberry is a cheerful, radiant and blooming of royalty. Taking a look at each 
color you can also see where the color fine wine dyes down to the color pink strawberry the 
mood goes from steaming hot to more happy. 
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